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Shabbat schedule  

Friday/ ערב שבת 
Hadlakat nerot 7:56 
First Minyan  
Shir Hashirim 6:40 
Mincha 6:50 
Second Minyan  
Mincha 7:50 

Shabbat/שבת  
Shachrit/korbanot 8:00 

Hashem Melech 8:15 

Shema Magen Abraham 8:33 

Shiur Chovot Halevavot 

Afternoon/שבת 
Halacha shiur  5:45 

Kids Tehilim 6:15 

Mincha 7:00 

סעודת שלישית 
 Shekia 8:13

 Rabbi’s lecture 8:45

 Arbit following lecture

 Rabenu Tam 9:25

Bachurim program 

 Learning 6:40

  Mincha

 Seudat shelishit- Speaker

 Followed by Arbit

21 Cedar Street  Lakewood NJ

Hakadosh Baruch Hu told Moshe Rabeinu to choose a leader for Klal Yisrael; 
one who would have all the leadership qualities that were needed – patience 
humility and the ability to understand each person’s problems and attitude. 
Therefore Yehoshua Bin Nun was chosen for this position. Moshe also had to 
appoint leaders of the Shevatim, those who were Hachamim, Neviim and well 
known to their Shevet. The Parsha says הבו לכם אנשים חכמים ונבנים וידועים לשבטיכם 
 has a dot ׂש means and place them. The ואשימם The word .ואשימם בראשיכם (א-יג)
on the left side as we read it. Even though there are no dots or vowels written in 
the Torah, this is the Mesorah how we read Pesukim. The Midrash Raba says we 
are Doresh the ש with a dot on the right sides it should read ואׁשימם. This word 
means אשמה – the blame or fault. Reb Yehoshua Ben Levi explains: Moshe told 
Bnei Yisrael, “If you don’t listen and obey your leader the blame or fault is on 
your heads”. The Midrash says this is compared to a snake. The tail of the snake 
said to its head, “For how long are you going to be going first? Let me go first!” 
The head said to the tail, “Okay go first”. The tail led the snake and it fell into a 
ditch, and  when it finally escaped, it then went straight into a fire, after that it 
proceeded into thorns. Why did this all occur? Since the head followed the tail. 
Similarly, if the young people or laymen follow the Gedolim, their life is 
successful, but if they follow the youngsters then they will fall on their faces. 
The success of Klal Yisrael is when they follow Daat Torah, their Gedolim, their 
leaders and Rabbanim who are Hachamim and Yirei Shomayim. As the Pasuk 
says לא תסור מן הדבר אשר יגידו לך ימין ושמאל – do not stray from the words of the 
Hachamim either to the right or the left, meaning, even if they tell you your right 
is left, or your left is right, follow their instruction. Even if you think that their 
advice or Halacha is not correct, follow them, since they are Hachamim and 
Nevonim, their Daat is Daat Torah. Once a Hacham is appointed the head of a 
city or congregation, and has Yirat Shamayim, he has Siyata Dishmaya, heavenly 
assistance in order not to err. 
  
The Sefer Lekah Tov brings many ways to prove this. One of them was this 
instance when Rab Yosef Zev Soloveitchik was a young Rab in Brisk. One day 
the police entered the shul on Rosh Hashana requesting the Rab to come with 
them to the prison and make Viduy with a Jew who was sentenced to death. The 
Rab meanwhile was in the Amida of Shaharit and was taking very long. They 
had no patience to wait, but they said that they will return shortly. There were 
people that told the police to take someone else in place of the Rab. They were 
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Rov Chaim Ozer Grodzinski zt”l, the Rov of Vilna was the leader of European Jewry in the years prior to 
WWII. Vilna, also known as the Jerusalem of Lithuania, became a neutral area 
for a brief period of time before the onset of the war, belonging to neither Nazi 
Germany or Soviet Russia, both dangerous enemies to the Jews. That being the 
case, many yeshivas and Jews escaped to Vilna and R’ Chaim Ozer took 
responsibility for everyone. He provided food and shelter, was on call to answer 
questions sent to him and also served as the  head of the beis din of Vilna. 
Once, on a very cold snowy day, R’ Chaim Ozer, surrounded by talmidim, was 
walking when he was approached by a young bochur. The bochur asked the Rov 
for directions to a certain location and instead of merely giving the directions, 
R’ Chaim Ozer proceeded to walk with him in the direction he had asked for. 
Clearly out of the Rov’s way, his talmidim were surprised as Rov Chaim 
walked, engaged in pleasant conversation despite the very cold weather and his 
busy schedule. Upon their arrival, Rov Chaim Ozer bid the very grateful man 
farewell, and continued to walk to his destination.  The talmidim questioned the 

Rov on his seemingly strange behavior, as it would have been much easier to give the directions instead of 
escorting the bochur, which took the Rov out of the way and took up much of his precious time. 
“The young man suffered from a stutter from which he was clearly embarrassed,” R’ Chaim Ozer explained, 
“And the directions would have been a bit confusing. This would have necessitated him to ask directions at 
another point from another person, which would have added to his discomfort caused by his stutter. To 
minimize the young man’s embarrassment, I walked him the whole way and he didn’t have to ask anyone 
else”. 
Rov Chaim Ozer, a gadol in Torah, midos, sensitivity and compassion led the Jews until his death on the 5th 
of Av 5700.

adamant that only the Rab had to come. The Rab finished his Amida and was told what had occurred, but decided not to go. 
The congregants became agitated that the Rab was so stubborn, and feared it would cause anger amongst the Goyim and all 
the Jews would suffer. The people didn’t have that much respect for the Rab, since he was new and young, only 23 years old. 
They voiced their opinion, but to no avail, the Rab remained adamant and would not go. The police returned while they were 
praying Mussaf and the Rab remained standing in prayer and they would not bother him. The congregants were now at the 
end of their patience and decided to take action. They presented to the police an elderly person who had the appearance of a 
Rab and they said, “Here is our other official Rabbi”, and he went with them. Contentedly, they finished their prayers with 
the Rab not knowing what they had done. Later, when the Rab was home eating his Seuda, there was a harsh knocking on 
his door. A few policemen came rushing in out of breath. The household was in fear since the Rab had refused to go to the 
precinct, maybe now he was going to be dragged into prison. Finally an officer told him that they were police from Vilna 
and were sent to tell him not to give the last rights to the prisoner, since the verdict was changed and he would be set free. 
News reached the community that this Jew would be released, but due to their foolishness, he was already put to death. How 
many lives have been destroyed by not listening to Daat Torah or asking Daat Torah! Mistakes like these are irreversible and 
not only the harm in this world, but also in the next world. For the success of our families and Klal Yisrael, Daat Torah must 
be ingrained into our lives, asking what the right thing to do Halachically so that no harm can come to us. 

Shabbat Shalom  
Rabbi Ezra Zafrani

STORIES OF OUR GEDOLIM 
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The Gastric Brooding Frog’s Reproductive System 

THE Australian gastric brooding frog, thought to be extinct 
since 2002, had a bizarre means of reproduction. The 
female swallowed her fertilized eggs and incubated her 
young in her stomach for about six weeks. Her babies later 
emerged from her mouth as fully developed frogs. 

To keep from digesting her eggs, it was necessary that the 
mother frog not only stop eating but also stop producing 
stomach acid. Therefore, the chemicals released by the eggs 
and hatchlings were designed to halt the production of acid. 

The mother would brood about two dozen eggs. By the time she gave birth, her young could make up 
almost 40 percent of her total body weight. The young frogs would stretch the mother’s stomach to the 
point that it completely compressed her lungs, forcing her to breathe through her skin. 

The baby frogs would normally emerge over a period of days as they became ready. However, if the 
mother sensed danger, she would give birth by vomiting them out. Researchers once observed a female 
expel six young frogs together, shooting them about 40 inches (1 m) in the air. 

To say that such a system evolved, the gastric brooding frog would have had to make vast changes to 
both its physical makeup and its behavior all at once. “It is inconceivable to contemplate a slow and 
progressive change in its reproductive biology,” wrote scientist and evolutionist Michael J. Tyler. “The 
habit is totally effective or it fails completely.” The only plausible explanation, Tyler says, is “a single, 
huge, quantum step.” Some would say that such a quantum step is called creation.  

This is just another example of plan and purpose in creation. This, as all other creations, testify to the 
great wisdom that Hashem has endowed in to this world in order for us to see Him and appreciate all 
that He does for us! 

Rabbi Eliyahu Tobal

HASHEM’S AMAZING WORLD/ נפלאות הבורא 
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Weekly Halacot - הלכה למעשה

WHAT IS THE PROHIBITION OF COOKING ON SHABBAT? 
Bishul-cooking on Shabbat is forbidden according to Torah law, as it is counted as one of the thirty-nine melachot that are 
prohibited on Shabbat.  
The melacha of cooking applies to all foods; even foods which are edible in their natural, uncooked state, such as fruits and 
vegetables, may not be cooked on Shabbat. Furthermore, the melacha of cooking includes boiling dyes and melting metals, 
as well. 

WHAT ARE THE VARIOUS METHODS OF COOKING? 
Included in this prohibition are all methods of food preparation using fire, such as baking, roasting, frying and smoking.  

Fire is the standard element used for cooking. Yet there are additional elements that can be used to cook, as well – and these 
alternative methods must be addressed in order to avoid the prohibition of cooking.  
Examples: 

1. Cooking with fire or a derivative of fire. 
2. Cooking with heat generated from electricity.  
3. Cooking with the heat of the sun. 
4. Cooking by means of salting and pickling.  

1. COOKING WITH FIRE OR A DERIVATIVE OF FIRE 
The melacha of cooking applies to all foods that are cooked with fire, or by the heat of fire, even though the fire is not 
present. For example, one may not put a raw egg in a pot of hot water. Similarly, one may not put a tea bag in boiling water.  

2. COOKING WITH HEAT GENERATED FROM ELECTRICITY    
One may not cook on Shabbat with an electric hot plate or a slow cooker. Similarly, one may not cook with a microwave 
oven.   

3. COOKING WITH THE HEAT OF THE SUN 
 One may cook directly from heat of the sun. The reason for this is based on a rule that a melacha must have some similarity 
to the way the melacha was performed in the Mishkan. Therefore since cooking in the sun is an abnormal way of cooking 
and its results are different than cooking with fire, it was never included in the prohibition of cooking. However, one may 
not use a pan that was heated in the sun and cook in it.  

4. SALTING AND PICKLING ON SHABBAT  
One may not pickle vegetables on Shabbat. The Rambam explains that although pickling is not the actual melacha of 
cooking, nevertheless, our Hachamim forbade doing so since it is an act similar to cooking. Therefore, one may not add salt 
onto vegetables which are normally pickled, such as cucumbers, carrots or peppers.  
Examples:  

• One may not put cucumbers into brine on Shabbat. 
• One may not cut a few cucumbers and add salt on them – but one may salt one piece at a time.  
• One may salt cucumbers and then add oil or salad dressing on them. 

RABBI MICHAEL LEVY

THE LAWS OF BISHUL


